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CONTROVERSIES BEHIND SPLIT
AND CROATIA - NEW WALKING
TOUR - SPLIT, MIDDLE
DALMATIA
Is the nickname "problematic city" well-deserved?Do we live in
fabricated religious world?Are you financing criminals by
coming as a tourist in Split?Should you hide your sexual
orientation?Why so many taboo topics?...these are just few of
many issues the tour covers...

Price

Controversies behind Split and Croatia - walking tour

Split: Controversies behind
Split and Croatia walking
tour
Ul. kralja Tomislava 12
21000 Split
Croatia

Schedule

EXCURSION / TOUR /
ACTIVITY DATES
every day

PLACE AND TIME OF
DEPARTURE
Ul. kralja Tomislava 12. 21000.
Split. Croatia On the mentioned
address there is a big park. in
the middle of the park there is
the big fountain and we meet
next to it.

PLACE AND TIME OF ARRIVAL
Trumbićeva obala 2. 21000.
Split. Croatia
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Information
BRIEF DESCRIPTION:
Name: Controversies behind Split and Croatia - New walking tour
Duration of the excursion / tour / activity:: 1 to 5 hours
The product best describes the term: History and culture
Product includes: visit to cultural institutions / societies, visit to the archeological sites, city sightseeing,
palace / castle visit, museum visit, guided tour, private tour, sightseeing, photography, art, architecture
Brief description of the excursion/tour and highlights:
Is the nickname "problematic city" well-deserved?

Do we live in fabricated religious world?

Are you financing criminals by coming as a tourist in Split?

Should you hide your sexual orientation?

Why so many taboo topics?

...these are just few of many issues the tour covers...

DESCRIPTION:
This tour was tailored to meet specific needs of those who are interested in contested history and contested
contemporary issues of the area.By focusing on the historical and contemporary taboos, this tour aims at
specific knowledge that moves away from classical tour narratives and focuses on ‘with no gloves on’
approach that will result in specific insight of local contested issues that are shaping today's society.
Although this tour aims at above mentioned specific knowledge, it is also done by covering Split's centre
main sites and locations, so it is well fitted tour for Split's beginners and for the people who want to broaden
their local experience. To make it enriching and unique experience for the people visiting Split, the tour is
followed by audio-visual material presented on tablet, making that every contested issue is covered with
more than one sense, to make memorable insight of the subject covered.By joining this tour, you can blend
all your interests in one experience since the tour escapes the idea of fitting into one category. It combines
narratives about politics and geopolitics, religion, identity, demographics, sexuality, history, and economics.
The rounded storytelling connects past and present of the area, creating deep insight and understanding of
ongoing social processes.

WHAT TO BRING / WEAR:
Casual clothes


